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Contact Information: Jalae Ulicki, Assistant Professor of Law, Phoenix School of Law, One North Central, 14 Floor, Phoenix, AZ
85004. School phone: 602-682-6863 Mobile: 602-989-3300 julicki@phoenixlaw.edu

Materials:
 Participants will be using ResponseWare for an interactive learning session
Methodology:
 Simulation of learning environment using the responseware [data collection at this level for use in the
next activity].
 In the second activity Participants will participate in “Think Pair-Share” and write a question that they
think they could use in their classroom in the near future using effective questions (knowledge check,
comprehension, application, synthesis, content review, remedial) for use in an interactive presentation
[data collection at this level for use in the next activity].
 In the last activity, the data collected during the presentation from participants will be used for
discussion of how the data collected could be used at both the lesson level and the course level to
enhance student engagement to a higher level and how professors can use the data to shift from
teacher-centered instruction to student-centered learning in a classroom comprised of “digital
natives.”
Background:
Imagine a world in which a society exists divided by two separate factions. One segment is the “teachers”
those who have for 200 years been the “keepers of books.” In this segment of society, there exists a hierarchy,
and movement within that hierarchy is dependent upon various rights-of-passage, where only those who
among them that strictly follow carefully laid down rules from the “ancestors” can move within the branches
of that society or upward through the hierarchy of that society. Despite these divisional segments, the goal of
the faction is clear: “impart the information in the books” to the other segment of their society “the learners”
through the use of a methodology that has served the “keepers of the books” well for over 200 years. The
“keepers of the books” have now gathered together to face a surmounting problem: Why does it appear that
the information is not being absorbed by the “learners”—what is wrong with those “learners”?
Imagine further that through evolution the society of the “keepers of books” has remained much the same.
Little change has been seen within this rigid society over its course of development. True, more and more
books have been created with more and more information for the “keepers of books” to pass on, but they
have remained true to their accepted methodology of passing on that information. On the other hand, the

“learners” are not constrained only to the knowledge that the “teachers of books” have to impart. They have
within their society seen the development of numerous sources of information that is being disseminated to
them at a faster and faster rate. The “learners” have morphed through rapid changes over two hundred years
– adapting continuously to the changes within their environment, and rapidly changing their internal
receptors to accommodate the various sources of information that is available to them. Although they would
like to join the society of “the keeper of the books”, they can’t seem to absorb the information that the
“keepers of the books” have to impart. What is wrong with those “keepers of books” they ask?
Like the melting of the glaciers, the traditional methods utilized by law school professors in their approach to
teaching is slowly beginning to melt, but the thaw is slow, much too slow to accommodate the changes that
are facing them. Law schools can no longer rely on the natural erosion or evolution of their traditional and
archaic approach to teaching law and hope that through evolution or natural changes methodology will
ultimately change to accommodate students. The climate of teaching has changed brought about by the
emergence of the digital natives. The sudden arrival of the digital age has had a meteoric impact. The arrival
of this digital age has caused huge clouds of dust in teaching blocking out traditional methods and has cleared
the way for the evolution of teaching in the digital age. It is incumbent upon us as law school educators to
squarely face the possibility of the extinction of traditional law school professors and their methodology. The
survival of law schools is now dependent upon a mass exodus from traditional methods of teaching and a
giant leap into the future digital world to address the needs of the existing “digital natives” through the use of
technology both in the classroom and in online courses which also signals the change in the methodology of
disseminating that information. Failure of the law schools to recognize this event will result in the extinction
of law schools just as surely as the extinction of the dinosaurs. It is incumbent upon law school professors to
accept the inevitability of a new approach to teaching this new emerging group of “digital natives.”
Online teaching denotes a shift from teacher-centered instruction to student-centered learning. 1 It affords
law professors the opportunity to reflect not only on their own teaching methodology but to reflect on the
changes and opportunities brought into the law school environment by technology. Both online teaching and
the classroom environment require active participation by digital learners. Using responseware is one method
which increases active engagement by students and affords the professor an opportunity to make both
immediate changes in the learning environment at the lesson level and provides them with an opportunity to
reflect and incorporate changes in the course level.

Following is a sample of what we will work on during this workshop using ResponseWare:

1 McQuiggan, CA (Fall 2007), "The role of faculty development in online teaching’s potential to question teaching beliefs and assumptions",
http://www.westga.edu/~distance/ojdla/fall103/mcquiggan103.htm Online Journal of Distance Learning Administration, retrieved January 22,
2012

